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Zu'Rel Tar'Vas

Zu Rel Tar Vas is a player character played by Yoshi.

Zu'Rel Tar'Vas
Species: Neshaten (Shukaren Daur)
Gender: Male

Age: 171)

Height: 4'3“
Weight: 70.4lb

Organization:
Occupation: Agent

Rank:
Current Placement:

Physical Characteristics

Height: 4'3”
Mass: 70.4

Build and Skin Color: Zu'rel is average build without any muscle tone. His flesh is a light desert brush
in color.

Eyes and Facial Features: His eyes are a bright red with a dark crimson rings along the edges of the
irises. The lines of his face make him look under weight, his cheekbones lie high upon his face.

Ears and Tail: His Red fuzzed ears usually stand; right one up right, with the left flopped over forward.
They are covered in red fur with dark crimson toughs at the top. Zu'rel's tail matches his ears with the
red fur with a crimson tip.

Hair Color and Style: His hair is kept short at about a half inch, all but for his bangs which hang down
around 6 inches. it is all red fading to crimson at the tips of her bangs.

Distinguishing Features: While he doesn't have any distinguishing physical features, he likes to wear
his Light Vision Goggles most of the time, even at times when they are not necessary.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Zu'rel is a quiet and observing person, rarely speaking with out cause, he spends most of
his energy watching and planning his next few moves (as if his whole life was a chess match).

Likes: U'renese (he wants one for a pet) He also likes music, quite a bit, He has a large collection
he brings with him to each posting.
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Dislikes: Being wet, large bodies of water, Rain.
Goals: To serve till and after he can get a ship of his own to command.

History

Family

Mother: Than'tos Ta'Vas Father: Sact'El Ta'Vas Sister: Bar'Diel Tar'Vas

Pre-RP

Zu'Rel was signed into the youth corps at the age of eight. All the while he was in school, he was fighting
his way though basic training, always being one of the smallest there. Only the fact that he would study
and watch the other recruits gave him and for of advantage. He never once got caught (so he thought)
he would take vengeance on any of his fellow students that had done him wrong, in form of a prank or
more directly with mild violence. He was especially proud of the time her used a sleeping aid to knock
out a student and then glued him to the wall of the commandants office.

Once he graduated basic he signed up for the intelligence branch of the service (It also helped that all
the time though school and training, each of his “vengeance operations” where monitored). He continued
studying and made himself excel in the training. After he finished the training for the Intelligence branch
he was posted at a few minor dry-docks, until he was posted to the ship NSV Gam'trosha.

Current

Spending only two mission aboard the Gam'trosha his enlistment came up and he took leave of the
military. Leaving after his enlistment was up, he left with his sister and started making plans to explore
the universe.

Skills

Fighting

He received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. Zu'Rel is skilled
and experienced in combat both in hi-gravity, Low-gravity, and zero-gravity conditions with and without
weapons.
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Knowledge

His training gave him a firm grasp on Neshaten, leading him to be understand the ramifications of his
actions on the future. He is also well versed in the Neshaten laws both civilian and military.

Medical

Zu'Rel knows how to diagnose and treat conditions, apply first aid and emergency care (CPR, etc), and
perform field surgery. He knows how to work in and use hospital equipment. He was taught how to
preform triage and help stabilize wounded in the field.

Demolitions

He can identify, manufacture, handle and dispose of explosives. With the proper tools, he can detect and
disarm enemy explosives as well. he became quite adapt at the use of demo charges during infiltration
training missions.

Technology Operation

He knows how to hack into software and hardware, and sort through the data to find the information that
he would like.

Communication

Zu'Rel is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. He is fluent in Tinacen and can speak and write both correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Rogue

He can pick basic locks, and is a very adept liar, able to craft alibis and statements, and make them
entirely believable - As only he could with his Intelligence training.

Inventory

Zu Rel Tar Vas has the following items:
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Clothing
Armored Body Suit (standard)
Neshaten Standard Issue Military Uniform
Neshaten Working Uniform

Weapons
Velarious Swordrifle
Seta'sis Sword
Zu'Rel's Blade
Standard Issue Plasma Pistol
Combat Knife

Standard Hygine Pack
Neshaten Light Vision Goggles
Utility belt

Extra weaponized power crystals
Flashlight
Communicator

Duffel Bag (for storing personnel items)
Personal Clothing

5 Black Sleeveless Tee shirts
5 Black Poly-pro long sleeve shirts with thumb holes.
3 Heavy Over-shirts, (1 OD, 1 Tan, 1 Black)
2 Heavy Canvas pants (1 OD, 1 Black)
10 pairs of white tube Socks.
Black boots

Black PID Crystal(Enlisted)
Credit Card (Only if their PID Crystal isn't being used for that purpose)

Finances

Zu Rel Tar Vas is currently Freelance

2012

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
5000 Rn Starting Funds
5175 Rn 175 Dec

2013

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
5350 Rn 175 Jan
5525 Rn 175 Feb
5700 Rn 175 Mar
5875 Rn 175 Apr
6050 Rn 175 May
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6225 Rn 175 June
6400 Rn 175 July
6575 Rn 175 Aug
6750 Rn 175 Sept
6925 Rn 175 Oct
7100 Rn 175 Nov
7275 Rn 175 Dec

2014

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
7450 Rn 175 Jan
7625 Rn 175 Feb
7800 Rn 175 Mar
7975 Rn 175 Apr
8150 Rn 175 May
9325 Rn 175 Jun
9500 Rn 175 July
9675 Rn 175 Aug
9850 Rn 175 Sept
29,850 Rn 20,000 Pay Fix Bonus
32,025 Rn 2,175 Rn Oct

2015

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
16,013 KS Money exchange to KS

OOC Notes

Do Not Allow to be adopted out… rather the character is killed off.

http://shamblespad.com/p/Adventures_of_the_Tar'vas_Siblings

Character Data
Character Name Zu'Rel Tar'Vas
Character Owner Yoshi
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Nesha System
Neshaten Personnel
Occupation Neshaten Agent

1)

age current of 2015,created 2012 there for ic birth year 1995
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